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requires manual editing to find all details of cluster duplications, such as
multigene families, potentially inverted ORF members, more than
averagely diverged ORFs, and tRNA genes.
The 17-kb subtelomeric cluster duplication between chromosomes
XIV and VI (cluster duplications 14–6) consists entirely of highly conserved ORF pairs (average 96.6% amino-acid identity) and shows stringent synteny. The intergenic regions are also highly conserved, suggesting
that the duplication of the six ORFs is a relatively recent event on an evolutionary timescale.
Most of the ORF pairs in the other six cluster duplications are much
less conserved, and their promotor and terminator regions lack significant homologies, suggesting that they are ancient duplication events. Five
of the highly conserved ORF pairs of these ancient duplications code for
ribosomal proteins (average 95.3% amino-acid identity), one for two
members of the 70K heat-shock protein family (99.3% amino-acid identity), one for two forms of iso-propyl malate synthase (88.5% amino-acid
identity) and one for two forms of citrate synthase (81.4% amino-acid
identity) (Table 1). Excluding these ORF pairs, which are apparently
under high selection pressure to preserve their sequence information, the
average homology of ORF pairs was determined for each of the cluster
duplications. ORF pairs in cluster duplications CD14–15B and CD 14–3
(average 56% amino-acid identity) seem to be less diverged than ORF
pairs in CD14–15A, CD14–8, CD14–9 (average 47.5% amino-acid identity) and CD14–4 (average 37% amino acid identity). However, there are
too few ORF pairs to draw conclusions about different temporal orders
for the cluster duplications involving chromosome XIV.
Could the six ancient cluster duplications, at the time of their creation,
have looked similar to the recent cluster duplications between chromosomes XIV and VI, with perfect synteny of all ORFs? And could they have
been shaped over evolutionary time by base-pair changes, insertions of
new ORFs, deletions of some of the originally duplicated ORFs, inversions of single or groups of ORFs, and translocations to yield the present
picture of ‘relaxed synteny’? This is certainly possible if the now visible
arrangements indeed originated from duplications of gene clusters, perhaps by long-range gene conversions or chromosome duplications. However, it remains possible that the evolutionary history of S. cerevisiae
involved fusion of two ancient forms of yeast cells with smaller genomes
already displaying sequence divergencies and some level of relaxed synteny and that, for most of the duplicated ORFs, one copy was lost over time
because of a lack of selective advantage for S. cerevisiae to keep more than
one copy.
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Chromosome XV was one of the last two chromosomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae to be discovered1. It is the third-largest yeast
chromosome after chromosomes XII and IV, and is very similar in
size to chromosome VII. It alone represents 9% of the yeast
genome (8% if ribosomal DNA is included). When systematic
sequencing of chromosome XV was started, 93 genes or markers
were identified, and most of them were mapped2.
However, very little else was known about chromosome XV which,
in contrast to shorter chromosomes, had not been the object of
comprehensive genetic or molecular analysis. It was therefore
decided to start sequencing chromosome XV only in the third
phase of the European Yeast Genome Sequencing Programme,
after experience was gained on chromosomes III, XI and II (refs
3–5). The sequence of chromosome XV has been determined from
a set of partly overlapping cosmid clones derived from a unique
yeast strain, and physically mapped at 3.3-kilobase resolution
before sequencing. As well as numerous new open reading frames
(ORFs) and genes encoding tRNA or small RNA molecules, the
sequence of 1,091,283 base pairs confirms the high proportion of
orphan genes and reveals a number of ancestral and successive
duplications with other yeast chromosomes.
The DNA sequence of 1,091,283 nucleotides contains 560 ORFs, of at
least 100 sense codons, that are not entirely included within a larger one
(our standard basic definition; see ref. 4). If those corresponding to Ty or
Y8 elements are excluded, and intron predictions are considered (see
below), 551 different ORFs remain. To these were added eight known
genes shorter than 100 codons (BAT2, CRS5, RPB10, RPS30B, RPS33A,
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SME1, TOM6 and the CPA1 leader), and a pseudogene 581 codons long
(YOL153c) that contains two in-frame ochre codons. It is considered here
because its putative translation product has significant homology with the
Gly-X carboxypeptidase encoded by CPS1, and because, in another yeast
strain, the two stop codons are replaced by two glutamine codons CAA6.
Note that, in the present sequence, YOR031w (CRS5) also contains an inframe ochre codon instead of the CAA codon found in other strains (the
reality of the stop codon was verified by direct sequencing on yeast DNA).
Other interesting but more complex cases of pseudogenes found in chromosome XV will be described elsewhere. Also note that YOL040c has
been considered here (coordinates 253,147– 253,575) instead of the larger
antisense ORF within which it is entirely included because it corresponds
to a known gene (RPS21).
The sequence also reveals 526 short ORFs (from 50 to 99 sense
codons) not entirely included within larger ones, six of which are already
considered above. In this size range, it is obviously difficult to distinguish
actual genes from random occurrences. Using high codon bias (CAI >
0.2) and absence of a partial overlap with larger ORFs as predictive criteria, only six candidates remained. One of these shows very significant
homology with the 60 codon-long gene HOR7 of chromosome XIII. This
ORF, named YOL052ca, has been added to the above list, bringing the
grand total to 561. Of these ORFs 33 (5.9%) are ‘questionable’, based on
their short size and low CAI (see ref. 4), and 18 of them partly overlap
other ORFs, increasing their suspicious character.
The longest ORF of chromosome XV is YOL081w (the IRA2 gene)
with 3,079 codons. The two shortest ORFs, if the 25 amino-acid leader
peptide of the CPA1 gene is ignored, are YOR045w (TOM6) and
YOL052ca, with 61 codons each. The average size of chromosome XV
ORFs is 457 codons, very close to the figure observed for the entire yeast
genome7. In total, 33 pairs and 5 trios of partly overlapping ORFs are
found; 25 pairs are antiparallel, excluding the possibility of sequencing
errors. Among the parallel pairs, YOR012w and YOR013w are suggestive
of a frameshift error, or a pseudogene, as their products share homology
with the amino terminus and the carboxy terminus of the product of
YDR391c, respectively.
The overall density for protein-coding genes is 70.6%, slightly lower
than the average for the whole yeast genome subtracted from rDNA7.
Variations are observed along the chromosome, with two short regions
showing gene density above 85% (centred around ~200 kb and ~950 kb,
respectively; see Fig. 1). These regions also correspond to areas of high
G+C content. As is generally observed in yeast, the two subtelomeric
regions show low gene density.
The entire chromosome shows no significant strand coding bias, but
important local variations are observed, with seven short regions (of
~30–50 kb each) showing a clearcut excess of ORFs on the Watson strand;
eight others have an excess on the Crick strand (Fig. 1). Orientation of
neighboring ORFs is random for the whole chromosome, with 150
diverging pairs, 149 converging pairs, and 261 tandemly arranged pairs
(123 on the Watson strand, and 138 on the Crick strand). The longest
tandem array contains 11 successive ORFs (YOR104w to YOR114w, coordinates 517,639–538,451).
A total of 13 introns have been identified, most of which occur in short
ORFs with high codon bias. Chromosome XV introns are short, as is typical for yeast, ranging in size from 135 to 527 nucleotides (average 334
nucleotides). They have an average G+C content of 34.9%, significantly
lower than that of the entire chromosome (38.2%) or its ORFs,
(39.5%). Note that the possible occurence of introns in the 58
untranslated region of the pre-mRNA molecules has not been examined
systematically for lack of discriminative criteria among the numerous
occurrences of the intron consensus 58-GYMHGH-N1-TACTAAC-N2YAG-38 in the sequence (294 occurences if N1 and N2 are set shorter than
or equal to 400 and 50 nucleotides, respectively, or more than 600 for limits of 1,000 and 180 nucleotides).
The 20 tRNA genes recognized correspond to 12 different amino acids
and 22 different codons. Six tRNA genes contain introns. All tRNA genes
are significantly richer in G+C content (47–63%) than the average yeast
genome sequence. The frequent duplication of tRNA genes in yeast is
99
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Figure 1 Variation in gene density (top) and base composition (bottom) along
the sequence of chromosome XV (scale in kilobases from left telomere).
Vertical broken lines indicate position of the centromere. Gene density is
expressed as the probability that each nucleotide is part of an ORF, calculated using sliding windows of 30 kb (steps of 0.5 kb) for the Watson strand
alone (red line), the Crick strand alone (green line), and their sum (black
line). The Watson strand is oriented 58 to 38 from left to right on the chromosome map4. G+C content was calculated from silent codon positions using
a sliding window of 13 consecutive ORFs (horizontal broken line indicates

average G+C content at these positions; 35.7%). Top line, positions of tRNA
genes (thin bars above line), solo LTR (thin bars below line), and complete
Ty elements (thick bars below line). Middle, positions of major ‘ancient’
chromosomal duplications. Blocks represent extent of clusters (method 1),
or arrays of ORF pairs (method 2), as defined in text, with indication of the
matching chromosome and the number of ORFs involved (in parentheses).
Note that several blocks corresponding to a given chromosome are often
intermingled with those corresponding to another. Blocks in subtelomeric
position (filled) match with several distinct chromosomes.

noticeable on chromosome XV alone, with four gly-tRNA genes
(tG(GGY)OL1 and tG(GGY)OL2 are identical in sequences, and
tG(GGG)OR1 is similar to the previous two), three pro-tRNA genes
(identical in sequences except for their introns), two thr-tRNA genes, and
two asn-tRNA genes, respectively identical in sequences; there are also
two met-tRNA genes, but they differ in sequence. Duplicated tRNA genes
are always found within different sequence environments (including different associated long terminal repeats (LTRs); see below). The tRNA
genes are distributed throughout the chromosome (Fig. 1), as is generally
the case for yeast which, unlike other organisms, does not show large clusters of tRNA genes in its genome.
Seven genes encoding small known RNA molecules were recognized
from the sequence. One of these, snR17A, which encodes the U3 snRNA,
contains an intron and is duplicated elsewhere in the yeast genome8. The
downstream part of the gene encoding snR35 partly overlaps the downstream part of an ORF of unknown function, YOR222w, the product of
which shares similarity with ADP-ATP carrier proteins.
Four complete Ty elements (two Ty1 and two Ty2), 20 solo LTRs or
remnants of them (12 delta, 6 sigma and 2 tau elements), and one Y8 element were found. Solo LTRs, or complete Ty elements, are almost always
located immediately upstream of tRNA genes (Fig. 1). Only one solo LTR
element and one Ty1 stand alone. Consistent with general trends9, the two
Ty2 elements are found at ‘old’ sites occupied by several solo LTRs associated with tRNA genes; the same is true for only one of the two Ty1 elements. Conversely, only 11 of the 20 tRNA genes have one or more LTR
element upstream of their 58 end, the closest element always being within
200 base pairs of the tRNA gene (sigma elements are only 16–18
nucleotides upstream of tRNA genes).

In total, RNA-coding genes and transposons occupy only 1% of the
chromosome XV sequence.
There remain 309,627 base pairs (28.4% of the chromosome) that we
will call here ‘intergenic regions’. Such regions contain, for a small part,
structural chromosomal elements such as the centromere (coordinates
326,592–326,706), the telomeric (C1–3A)n repeats (coordinates 1–113
and 1,091,264–1,091,283) and two subtelomeric core X elements and
their associated repeated elements (STR) (coordinates 114–847 and
1,083,914–1,084,611). But intergenic regions primarily contain promoters, terminators and transcriptional regulatory elements of the proteincoding genes, most of which have not yet been identified. Intergenic
regions believed to contain promoter elements based on the orientation
of flanking ORFs are noticeably longer (791 nucleotides on average
between diverging ORFs) and are richer in G+C (36.2%) than intergenic regions containing putative terminators (421 nucleotides and
28.7% G+C). The presence of flanking RNA-coding genes does not alter
this trend. The sequence also reveals 63 ARS consensus elements (58WTTTAYRTTTW-38) the activity of which remains to be examined; 39 of
these occur in intergenic regions.
Chromosome XV contains few simple sequence iterations. The longest
dinucleotide repeat is an alternating poly(AT) stretch of 20-mers (coordinates 45,691–45,730) within the intergenic region that separates the converging ORFs YOL149w (DCP1) and YOL148c (SPT20). Only 19 other
cases exist of either dinucleotide repeats of at least 10-mers (all are alternating poly(AT) or mononucleotide repeats of at least 20-mers (all
poly(A) or poly(T)). Similarly, few trinucleotide repeats are found, the
longest being a 20-mer of the triplet CAA occurring within an ORF of
unknown function, YOR267c, and encoding a poly-glutamine stretch. Six
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Table 1 Assembly of the chromosome XV sequence from individual submissions
Overlap

Strategy *

Cosmids or DNA

Coordinates on
final chromosome

Reference

telomeric plasmid / pEOA363

1–32687

pEOA179 / pEOA461

24486–97824

8202

pEOA417

96924–140942

901

S, M

26

pEOA228

139031–178337

1912

S, A

28.29

S, A
N, A, M

6, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20

pEOA1044

177014–210234

1324

N, W, A

in the press

pUOA1217

209185–235991

1050

SS, M

22

pUOA1344

222408–256233

13584

pEOA321

253576–287613

2658

N, A

pEOA215

286637–323078

977

S, R

S, W, A

pEOA156

321732–352202

1347

S, P, A

pEOA303 / pEOA270

350740–408356

1463

S, A

in the press
30

pEOA272

391560–427841

16799

S, A

pEOA213 / pEOA217

415169–477887

12673

SS, M

in the press

11 cosmids †

476475–606002

1413

S, W, A

27 and in the press
15, 21

pEOA477 / pUOA1258

604545–660867

1458

SS, W, M

pUOA533 / pEOA378 / pEOA241

655864–741096

5004

S, R

pEOA423 / pEOA048

739215–799188

1882

S, A

8, 11

pUOA1302

795488–832262

3701

SS, W, M

in the press

pUOA1337

823760–861431

8503

S, A

19

pEOA487

859329–895527

2103

SS, W, M

in the press

SS, A

24

S, A

23
25

pEOA284

892246–927955

3282

pUOA502 / pEOA232

927738–957182

218

pEOA138

955761–996055

1422

S, M

5 cosmids‡

992145–1081258

3911

SS, W, M

Right PCR

1080794–1091283

465

*

P

S, shotgun of cosmid or part thereof (SS); N, nested deletions; W, walking primer; P, PCR fragments; M, manual gels; A, automatic fluorescent;
R, direct membrane blotting

†

pEOA347, pUOA522, pEOA246, pEOA264, pEOA273, pEOA306, pEOA265, pEOA106, pEOA338, pEOA986 and pEOA1081.

‡

pEOA387, pEOA360, pEOA343, pEOA434 and pEOA390.

other cases of trinucleotide repeats of at least 10-mers are found. Polymorphic variations in trinucleotide repeats have been described in yeast10.
An example of such variations is given by two ORFs of unknown function, YOR229w and YOR230w, that represent an ancient and diverged
tandem duplication (67% sequence identity), with an insertion of a long
imperfect trinucleotide repeat in YOR229w that is absent from
YOR230w11.
Iterations of a few longer sequence motifs are also present. The clearest
example is probably the near-perfect repeat of the 39 nucleotide-long
unique sequence 58-GAGCCTGATTCTGTGGCAGAAGATGAACCGGAGACTGAT-38, which occurs nine times between positions 30,935 and
31,309, at the beginning of YOL155c, an ORF of unknown function
shows similarity to glucan-1,4-a-glucosidase. The repeats determine a
serine-rich amino-acid sequence. At the end of the same ORF (coordinates 28,905–29,279), another near perfect repeat of a unique long
sequence, 58-CAGTAGTGTATGWYTTNGGRGAARCASTRGTTKCKG38, occurs four times. In both cases, degenerated copies of the unique
sequence are also found beyond the main repeats.
Of the 561 identified ORFs, 212 (37.8%) correspond to known and
functionally characterized genes; all of the others are new. By sequence
comparison of their products with general databases, 34 of these (6.1% of
the total) show significant homology to proteins of known biochemical
and/or physiological function of either yeast or other organisms, and 69
others (12.3% of the total) show weak homology. There are 246 ORFs
with products that have either no significant homologue (187 cases or
33.3% of total, among which 28 are questionable) or are homologous to
proteins that are themselves of unknown function (59 cases or 10.5% of
the total).
Using previously defined criteria12, 239 ORF products (42.6% of total)
are predicted to contain at least one transmembrane span, 170 of which
are of unknown function. Two proteins have 12 predicted spans (SCM2,
the product of YOL020w, and ALG8, the product of YOR067c), and 43
others have five predicted transmembrane spans or more (only 15 of
them are functionally characterized).
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Duplications are frequent in the yeast genome, and take several different forms that suggest distinct mechanisms of formation. Comparison of
the chromosome XV sequence with the entire yeast genome (including
chromosome XV), reveals 12 ‘clusters’ of duplicated sequences that may
represent ancestral chromosomal duplications subsequentely modified.
Such clusters range in size from 12 kb to 49.5 kb, and contain two to nine
ORFs, making a total of 297.5 kb of the chromosome XV sequence (27%
of total) that is duplicated on at least eight other chromosomes. Duplications with chromosomes IV and XIV are each represented by two clusters
intermingled along the chromosome XV map, suggesting successive
events of chromosome duplication or rearrangements. Among the four
clusters that contain tRNA genes, there are two cases where homologous
tRNA genes are conserved at equivalent positions on the other chromosome, further supporting, in such cases, the hypothesis of ancestral chromosomal duplications.
For chromosome XV, duplications were also examined using a second
approach based on the systematic comparison of predicted translation
products of all yeast ORFs against all others, followed by sequence alignments and estimation of their significance compared to randomizations,
and to the overall distribution of similarity values for the entire yeast
genome. A total of 193 different ORFs of chromosome XV (34.4%) were
found to have at least one significant homologue in the yeast genome
(including 28 pairs on the chromosome XV itself). Half of these have several homologues, forming gene families with various degrees of divergence. Among these, 35 ORFs, nearly all in a subtelomeric location, are
members of large families with five partners or more (one of them has up
to 26 partners). Large gene families include HXT genes, PAU genes and
RAS genes, with more than 15 members each in the entire yeast genome.
The chromosome XV ORF homologues include 426 different ORFs from
the other chromosomes (7.8% of the yeast genome). Distribution of
duplicated ORFs along chromosome XV using this method gives roughly
the same results as the first method (Fig. 1).
Chromosome XV contains several local ORF duplications in tandem
or inverted orientations. Those showing the highest degree of sequence
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conservation are the tandem YOR229w and YOR230w already mentionned (63% amino-acid identity), and the inverted repeat YOR010c
(TIR2) and YOR009w (62% identity). Other local duplications show
significantly greater sequence divergence, suggesting more ancient
events; they are represented by the tandems YOL083w and YOL082w
(35% identity), YOR285w and YOR286w (37% identity), and YOL048c
and YOL047c (38% identity, the latter ORF containing an intron).
There also exists some ‘local’ duplications including pairs of ORFs, such
as YOR162c and YOR172w (44% identity), or YOR381w and YOR384w
(37% identity), that are separated by a few unrelated ORFs. They have
also diverged, and may correspond to ancient local duplications that
subsequentely received intervening DNA.
When this work started, 81 genes or markers were genetically
mapped to chromosome XV, and 12 others were assigned to it but
unmapped2. Seven of the unmapped genes and 55 of the mapped genes
could be unambiguously assigned to ORFs or tRNA genes of the present
sequence on the basis of previous partial sequence data, use of probes or
gene function. Two genes, ts26 and PTP1, originally mapped to chromosome XV, belong to chromosomes XII and IV (YLR268w and
YDL230w, respectively). One gene, TIR2 which corresponds to
YOR010c, was originally named SRP1, creating confusion with
YNL189w on chromosome XIV. Other than that, the original genetic
map agrees fairly well with the present data, except for some local inversions of gene order, mostly around the centromere (TOP1 and SIN3 are
on the left arm, PEP12 is on the right) and in subtelomeric regions
(MEK1, PHR1 and RAD17), as is also observed for other chromosomes.
The chromosome XV sequence, like that of other yeast chromosomes, has been interpreted using criteria that are essentially predictive
for ORFs, but are comparative with previously described sequences for
other genetic features such as RNA-coding genes, Ty elements and the
various chromosomal elements. It follows that the number of predicted
ORFs is probably overestimated by a few percent compared with the
number of actual protein-coding genes, whereas the identification of
the other features should be considered as a minimum. Clear-cut identification of the questionable ORFs is not possible without independent
experimental evidence, but it is suggested that they represent ~6% of all
predicted ORFs. The a posteriori comparison of the predicted ORF
products with general protein database entries forms the basis for the
notion of ‘orphan’ genes7. Orphans are those protein-coding genes, predicted from the genomic sequence, that fail to show significant homology (at the chosen threshold value) when their translation products are
compared to gene product sequences translated from all other genomic
sequences present in public databases, whether they correspond to S.
cerevisiae or any other organism. As is the case for other yeast chromosomes, a large fraction (33%) of chromosome XV ORFs are orphans
without any significant structural homologue; while another 10.5% are
orphans with structural homology to one or several other S. cerevisiae
orphan(s). It is not surprising that, as with other genes, orphans can be
duplicated in the yeast genome, or form diverged gene families. But
what is more interesting is the significant deficit of these compared with
the overall number of gene families in yeast. Of the 193 chromosome
XV ORFs that are duplicated or parts of gene families, only 50 are
orphans, compared with 83 predicted (43% of the 561 ORFs). The
deficit of orphans among gene families (and the correlated excess of
functionally characterized genes) is exactly opposite to the classical
expectation from standard genetic screenings based on negative mutant
phenotypes, which should tend to ignore isofunctional duplicated
genes. One possible explanation for the bias observed may be that
molecular methods, in contrast to classical genetic screenings, tend to
facilitate the isolation of gene families that are structurally but not functionally related. Systematic functional analysis of the yeast genome,
which is expected to follow the completion of the genomic sequence,
should help to solve this important question.
Methods
The sequence of chromosome XV was assembled from 46 cosmids covering
the entire length of the chromosome except its left and right telomeres, which
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were sequenced from a rescued plasmid and a polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) genomic product, respectively (Table 1). The cosmid map will be
described separately. Because chromosome XV comigrates in PFGE with chromosome VII (which is only 348 bp shorter), the technique of chromosome
fragmentation based on the insertion of unique artificial I-SceI sites13 played a
key role in the physical mapping of these two chromosomes.
Each segment of the chromosome was sequenced on both strands using the
methods and strategies indicated in Table 1. Overlaps between sequences submitted by different laboratories range from 218 bp to 16,799 bp (average 3,765
bp). In nearly all cases, overlapping sequences were also entirely determined
on both strands by each laboratory and were found to be 100% identical. Only
three differences were found in a total of 90,360 bp. After re-examination of
the sequences, only one real divergence remained (an A to G transition), probably resulting from a mutation in one of the sequenced cosmids. The present
chromosome sequence includes an A at position 400,735 but a G is equally
probable. This uncertainty affects YOR036w (PEP12), by changing a codon
CAG (Gln) to CGG (Arg).
After assembly, the entire sequence was verified as follows. A total of 201
short segments (259 bp–400 bp long) were selected after examination of the
sequence using, as criteria, the possible occurrence of frameshifts, compressions (particularly in G+C-rich regions), and the presence of oligomeric
stretches of mono- or dinucleotide repeats. Selected segments were attributed
anonymously to four different laboratories and resequenced following the protocol of G. V. (unpublished). In total, 64,370 bp were verified revealing 21
original errors (13 nucleotides omitted, 3 nucleotides in excess, and 5 substitutions). Taken together with overlaps between different laboratories, 14.2% of
the chromosome (154,730 bp) has thus been sequenced twice independently.
The average sequence accuracy is 99.98%. This figure is probably an underestimate, however, as verifications were directed to suspicious regions. Parts of the
present sequence were published independently by the sequencers before
assembly of the contig and application of final quality controls6,8,11,14–30. Several
other manuscripts are also in the press.
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